SPECIAL ORDERS FROM WASHINGTON RECEIVED

Major Golden Ordered to have Battalion to Leave at Once

CONSTERNATION AT TECH

President Taft Gives Reasons for Sending Army to Texas.

Washington, D. C.
March 10, 1911.

Major Louis R. Golden, M. I. T. C. C.

Used call to arms at once for M. I. T. Battalion, and have your men ready to leave for Texas border at six hours' notice.

(Signed) P. C. NOXE

Technology's annual military hop was rudely interrupted early this morning when a breathless, bare-headed messenger boy rushed into the hall-room of the Institute with a special order from the Secretary of War. Unbelieving in the face of possible death on the coming expedition, the members of the Institute's standing army continued to trip the light fantastic for a few hours more, while each fair damsel gazed into the eyes of her soldier partner as they waited slowly across the hall to the appropriate tune of "My Boy Hero." This morning between ten o'clock, the local battalion is ordered to report to Major Golden with full marching equipment. It is not known yet just when the start for Texas will be made, but all indications point to an early departure.

Our Washington correspondent is now at the front, having made a quick trip from the Capitol to San Antonio in a fast train. Officers of the army are working day and night rushing the war preparations at San Antonio, the war base in the Southwest. Some of the men have not had their uniforms off for forty-eight hours, according to our correspondent.

The officers stationed at San Antonio are greatly relieved by the dispatches immediately upon Major Golden's order to the Institute Battalion to report to Major Golden with full marching equipment. The order received from Secretary Knox, the effect that the Institute Battalion is due at almost any moment. Realizing the wonderful prowess of the technological standing army, both in a military and engineering sense, all preparations for fortifications along the border are being held up until the Institute's mechanical driving staff is on the spot.

President Taft has finally given the reasons for the movement of the army on the Texas border. The reasons may be summarized as follows: (1) to enforce neutrality laws; (2) to prevent independent government in Lower California; (3) to protect property of all foreigners in Mexico; and (4) to show reasons may be summarized as follows: (1) to enforce neutrality laws; (2) to prevent independent government in Lower California; (3) to protect property of all foreigners in Mexico; and (4) to show that our country has the right to interfere with the business could he transacted with neon lighted room on wheels, a tellers window opened constituting a small but complete banking office. This morning between ten o'clock, the local battalion is ordered to report to Major Golden with full marching equipment. The order received from Secretary Knox, the effect that the Institute Battalion is due at almost any moment. Realizing the wonderful prowess of the technological standing army, both in a military and engineering sense, all preparations for fortifications along the border are being held up until the Institute's mechanical driving staff is on the spot.

President Taft has finally given the reasons for the movement of the army on the Texas border. The reasons may be summarized as follows: (1) to enforce neutrality laws; (2) to prevent independent government in Lower California; (3) to protect property of all foreigners in Mexico; and (4) to show that our country has the right to interfere with the business conducted in Mexico.

The Institute's mechanical driving staff is on the spot. Realizing the wonderful prowess of the technological standing army, both in a military and engineering sense, all preparations for fortifications along the border are being held up until the Institute's mechanical driving staff is on the spot.
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